Request Form عᓮ।
!

To:

Cheung Kong Infrastructure Holdings Limited (“Company”)
(Stock Code: 1038)
c/o Computershare Hong Kong Investor Services Limited
17M Floor, Hopewell Centre, 183 Queen’s Road East,
Wanchai, Hong Kong

ીΚ

९ۂഗ৬ႃቸૻڶֆΰψֆωαʳ
ΰैٝזᇆΚ1038αʳ
ᆖଉཽխ؇ᢞ࿆ࠦಖૻڶֆ
ଉཽגٿՕሐࣟ 183 ᇆ
ࡉٽխ֨ 17M ᑔ

I/We would like to receive the Corporate Communications* of the Company (“Corporate Communications”) in the
manner as indicated below:
ءԳЯݺଚݦඨאՀ٨ֱ࠷گڤʳ ၆ֆհֆຏಛ*ΰψֆຏಛωαΚ
(Please mark a “X” in ONLY ONE of the following boxes)
(ᓮႛڇՀ٨ࠡխԫଡ़փቤՂψXωᇆ)

ϭ
ϭ
ϭ

to receive the printed English version of all Corporate Communications ONLY; OR
ႛ࠷گֆຏಛհ֮ءࠧٱΙࢨʠ
to receive the printed Chinese version of all Corporate Communications ONLY; OR
ႛ࠷گֆຏಛհխ֮ءࠧٱΙࢨ
to receive both printed English and Chinese versions of all Corporate Communications.
ٵழ࠷گֆຏಛհ֮֗խ֮ءࠧٱΖ

Name(s) of Non-registered holder(s) #
ʶ
ॺ࿆ಖڶԳࡩ ټʳ

Signature
ټʳ

( Please use ENGLISH BLOCK LETTERS ᓮ  ش ֮  إᄒჄ ᐊ )

Address
ʶ
 ܿچʳ

#

( Please use ENGLISH BLOCK LETTERS ᓮ  ش ֮  إᄒჄ ᐊ )

Contact telephone number
ᜤሽᇩᇆᒘʳ
#

Date
ֲཚʳ

You are required to fill in the details if you download this Request Form from the Company’s website or the website of Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited.

  ڕʳ Ꮉ Հ ൕֆ  ࢨ ଉཽ ٌ ࣐ ֗  ጩࢬ  ૻ ڶֆ հ ጻ ీ Հ ሉ ع ءᓮ । Δ ᓮ  ؘႊ ჄՂ  ڶᣂ ᇷற Ζ ʳ

Notes ॵုΚ
1.
Please complete all your details clearly.
ᓮ ᎹՀ堚ᄑჄڶࢬݔᇷறΖ
2.
This letter is addressed to Non-registered Holders (a “Non-registered Holder” means such person or company whose shares in the Company are held in The Central Clearing and
Settlement System (CCASS) and who has notified the Company from time to time through Hong Kong Securities Clearing Company Limited to receive Corporate
Communications).
ڼીءֆ࿆ॺಖڶԳΰψॺ࿆ಖ ڶԳωਐࠡءֆैٝ  ࣍ ࣋ ژխ ؇  ጩ ֗ ٌ  ߓ گอ ऱ Գ Փ ࢨ ֆ Δຘ መ ଉ ཽ խ ؇  ጩ  ૻ ڶֆ  լ ழ ء ٻֆ  ࿇  נຏ वΔ। ق
࠷گֆຏಛαհࠤٙΖʳ
3.
Any form with more than one box marked “X”, with no box marked “X”, with no signature or otherwise incorrectly completed will be void.
ءڇڕ।נ܂၌መԫႈᙇᖗΕࢨנ܂ڶآᙇᖗΕࢨڶآᆟΕ ࢨ Ⴤ ᐊ լ  إᒔ Δ ঞ  ء।  ല ᄎ  ܂ᐒ Ζ ʳ
4.
The above instruction will apply to the future Corporate Communications to be sent to you until you notify to the Company c/o Computershare Hong Kong Investor Services
Limited to the contrary or unless you have at anytime ceased to have holdings in the Company.
Ղ૪ਐقᔞֲڶࢬ࣍ش৵࿇ಬղ ᎹՀհֆຏಛΔऴ۟ ᎹՀ༉؆հڜඈຘመଉཽխ؇ᢞ࿆ࠦಖૻڶֆءٻֆ࿇נຏवࢨ࣍ٚ۶ழଢೖַءڶֆऱैٝΖ
5.
For the avoidance of doubt, we do not accept any other special instructions written on this Request Form.
ژ܍ጊΔءֆലլ൷࠹࣍عءᓮ।Ղᐊհٚ۶ࠡהࡳ ਐ  قΖ
*Corporate Communications include but not limited to (a) the directors’ report, its annual accounts together with a copy of the auditors’ report and, where applicable, its summary financial report;
(b) the interim report and, where applicable, its summary interim report; (c) a notice of meeting; (d) a listing document; (e) a circular; and (f) a proxy form.
ֆ  ຏ ಛ֮ ٙ ץਔ  ܀լૻ ࣍Κ (a) ᇀ ࠃ ᄎ ܫΕ ڣ৫ ತ ೭ । ຑ ٵு ᑇஃ  ֗ ܫΰ ڕᔞ شαತ೭ ኴ  ܫΙ (b) խ ཚ ֗ ܫΰ ڕᔞ  شαխ ཚኴ   ܫΙ (c) ᄎ ᤜຏ ܫΙ (d) Ղ ؑ ֮ ٙΙ (e) ຏ ࠤ Ι
֗ (f)  ז। ࡡ ٚ । Ζ

130810-3

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ၡബᑑ᧘ MAILING LABEL

栲ₚ⹓⥭㷳䟂嵚嫷㫋㣑᧨嵚⺖掄⹓㲨仳⓹彋㡋≰⺐ₙᇭ
Ⱁ⦷㦻䂾㔤⹓㹚檗彋ₙ掄䯷ᇭ

Please cut the mailing label and stick this on the envelope
to return this Request Form to us.
No postage stamp necessary if posted in Hong Kong.

ଉཽխ؇ᢞ࿆ࠦಖૻڶֆ
Computershare Hong Kong Investor Services Limited
១ঁڃၡᇆᒘ Freepost No. 37
ଉཽ Hong Kong

